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Abstract

In the TREC 2023 Tip of the Tongue (ToT)
track, we address the challenge of movie
retrieval from queries laden with impre-
cise or incorrect natural language. In par-
ticular, the Movie Identification Task aims
to produce a well-ranked list of movies,
identified by Wikipedia page IDs, in re-
sponse to a set of queries in Tip of the
Tongue (TOT) format. In our participa-
tion, we experiment with reranking tech-
niques, leveraging both sparse and dense
retrieval approaches to refine the returned
results. Additionally, we incorporate term
filtering heuristics for both queries and
documents, enhancing the overall effec-
tiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Within the domain of information retrieval, the
TREC 2023 Tip of the Tongue (ToT) track pre-
sented an intriguing challenge centered around
matching movies from queries characterized by
imprecision and inaccuracies in natural language.
Given a query topic, the primary objective of this
task was to return a ranked list of a 1000 candidate
movies, with the correct movie being positioned as
prominently as possible. Evaluation metrics per-
tinent to information retrieval tasks with a single
relevant document, such as discounted cumulative
gain, reciprocal rank, and success@k, were em-
ployed to gauge the performance of the systems.

In the following sections, we describe the ap-
proaches developed in our participation. In partic-
ular, in Section 2, we detail how we prepared our
data for both topics and documents, and describe
our chosen reranking methods. In Section 3, we
discuss the results attained by both our official and
unofficial runs, while Section 4 offers our conclud-
ing remarks and insights.

2 Approaches

2.1 Data Preparation and Filtering
Heuristics

TREC provided queries, sourced from internet fo-
rums [1, 3], and a set of Wikipedia articles for the
corpus. Upon closer examination, it became evi-
dent that a predominant proportion of these topics
were notably reliant on the movie’s plot for their
core information. Given the computational costs
incurred by the contextual language modeling ap-
proaches we aimed to experiment with, we sought
heuristics to identify the most pertinent sections
within the corpus, to use those as input.

To achieve this, our approach involved an explo-
ration of the articles within our corpus. This cor-
pus was divided into sections which we leveraged
to search for the plot of the movie by comparing
the section titles with keywords such as “synop-
sis”, “plot”, “description”, and others. We also ap-
pended the beginning of the text which generally
contained important details such as the year of re-
lease, director, genre, and language, enriching the
topics with valuable context. However, in cases
where an explicit plot section was absent, we re-
sorted to extracting information from the introduc-
tory segments of the text, truncating it to adhere to
the prescribed constraints.

Topics provided by TREC were presented in sen-
tence form, with each sentence denoting different
features in Boolean form. To improve the qual-
ity and effectiveness of our reranking process, we
removed all sentences tagged as “social”, recog-
nizing that these segments often contained super-
fluous content that had the potential to confuse the
reranking system.

2.2 Ranking Strategies

In our participation, we implemented a cascade re-
trieval approach to enhance the effectiveness and



efficiency of our movie retrieval process. Firstly,
we employed well-established techniques, such as
BM25, for the initial ranking of movies within
both the original, truncated corpus and the metic-
ulously processed version. These methods served
as a foundational layer for the retrieval process.

To further refine and optimize the ranking, we
used techniques such as BERT-based models,
including monoBERT [4], monoT5 [5], and
duoT5 [5]. These models offered advanced nat-
ural language understanding capabilities and were
integrated into the reranking process. Each model
brought distinct strengths to the table, such as se-
mantic understanding and context-awareness, en-
hancing the overall quality of the results. More-
over, we looked into how combining these BERT-
based models [6] in a pipeline could enhance the
effectiveness of reranking. This approach involved
sequential reranking steps, each executed by a dif-
ferent model.

In addition to these strategies, we reranked the
outputs generated by the DistilBERT [7] and
GPT4 [2] baseline runs, using the modified corpus
and queries. This approach integrated semantic
matching capabilities into the first-pass retrieval
stage of our cascading pipeline, in the hope of im-
proving recall for the subsequent reranking stages.

3 Experiments

3.1 Runs Overview
We generated a total of 8 runs for our participation
in the TREC ToT track, with five of them officially
submitted:

• ufmgBMmBQ (unofficial): we reranked the
BM25 baseline run using monoBERT, lever-
aging the processed queries.

• ufmgBMmBQD (unofficial): we reranked
the BM25 baseline run using monoBERT,
leveraging the processed queries and corpus.

• ufmgDBmBQ (official): we reranked the
DistilBERT baseline run using monoBERT,
leveraging the processed queries.

• ufmgDBmBQD (official): we reranked the
DistilBERT baseline run using monoBERT,
leveraging the processed corpus and queries.

• ufmgDBdTQD (unofficial): we reranked the
DistilBERT baseline using duoT5, with both
the processed corpus and queries.

• ufmgDBmBdTQD (unofficial): we reranked
the DistilBERT baseline run first with
monoBERT, and then with duoT5, using the
processed corpus and queries.

• ufmgG4mBQD (official): we reranked the
GPT4 baseline run using monoBERT, with
both the processed corpus and queries.

• ufmgG4dTQD (official): we reranked the
GPT4 baseline run using duoT5, with both
the processed corpus and queries.

3.2 Results
Table 1 and Table 2 present the results of both
our unofficial and officially submitted runs for the
task, as evaluated by the official metrics on the
dev and test sets, respectively. In the dev set
results (Table 1), we initially conducted unoffi-
cial runs to assess our reranking techniques. No-
tably, reranking the DistilBERT baseline run us-
ing monoBERT with processed queries and corpus
(ufmgDBmBQD) yielded promising results. Mov-
ing to the official results in the test set (Table 2),
our reranking approach using monoBERT contin-
ued to yield strong results. Notably, ufmgDBmBQ
outperformed ufmgDBmBQD, showing a differ-
ent behavior from the dev set.

Moreover, in the official run ufmgG4mBQD, we
observed an impressive performance surpassing
other approaches that reranked the DistilBERT
baseline in the test set, a notable contrast to the
outcomes in the dev set. Overall, reranking strate-
gies utilizing monoBERT consistently delivered
superior results compared to monoT5, duoT5, and
combined strategies. These findings underscore
the overall effectiveness of our approach within
the context of the TREC ToT track, demonstrat-
ing the trade-offs of combining sparse and dense
rankers in a cascading pipeline.



Run Submitted nDCG Success MRR
ufmgBMmBQF ✗ 0.1203 0.3033 0.0892
ufmgBMmBQDF ✗ 0.1187 0.3033 0.0873
ufmgBMmBQ ✗ 0.1148 0.2533 0.0860
ufmgBMmBQD ✗ 0.1148 0.2533 0.0860
ufmgBMmBQD ✗ 0.1297 0.3139 0.0872
ufmgDBmBQ ✓ 0.1984 0.4133 0.1450
ufmgDBmBQD ✓ 0.2045 0.4267 0.1499
ufmgDBmBdTQD ✓ 0.1412 0.3990 0.7870
ufmgDBdTQD ✗ 0.1812 0.4089 0.1424
ufmgG4mBQD ✓ 0.1979 0.3200 0.1638
ufmgG4mTQD ✗ 0.1780 0.3200 0.1484
ufmgG4dTQD ✓ 0.1872 0.3200 0.1511

Table 1: Results on the dev set.

Run Submitted nDCG Success MRR
ufmgDBmBQ ✓ 0.2090 0.3933 0.1636
ufmgDBmBQD ✓ 0.1998 0.4067 0.1507
ufmgDBmBdTQD ✓ 0.1108 0.4067 0.0505
ufmgG4mBQD ✓ 0.2404 0.3733 0.2002
ufmgG4dTQD ✓ 0.1668 0.3733 0.1189

Table 2: Official results on the test set.

4 Conclusions

In TREC 2023, we took part in the Tip of the
Tongue (ToT) track. Our participation involved
exploring the structure of the corpus and queries
and harnessing specific aspects of the task to op-
timize our results. In addition, we experimented
with a cascading retrieval pipeline combining both
sparse and dense retrieval approaches.
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